
The Gospel stories we just heard are filled with questions, fear, and a little

bit of hope. The questions mostly center around figuring out why bad things

happen to good people. What did the people do to warrant a tower

squashing them, because they must have done something. And if we can

figure out what it is we can avoid it and live squash-free lives. Except that

we can’t. And we know that. Bad things happen to good people, not so

good people, and everyone in between- you know, us.

A lot of theological ink has been spilled about this issue-fancily called

theodicy. All sorts of elegant theologies. But the only one that really lands

with me, the one that manages to maintain that God exists, God is good,

and suffering still happens- is the one that says we cannot know why bad

things happen. We just can’t. Our thoughts are not God’s thoughts and our

ways are not God’s ways. But more importantly in asking why, we are

asking the wrong question. The right question, the question Jesus steers us

towards with his teachings and parables, with his life, death, and

resurrection, is not why do bad things happen but what do we do when they

do? And how do we work to create a world in which random things like a

tower falling on people sadly do happen, but things we have carefully

crafted to privilege self over others, things we have carefully crafted to

preserve ourselves at the expense of others, do not? In other words,



suffering happens, how are we present to it in ourselves and others, and

how do we work to minimize the suffering that is actually within our

control-that is, how do we do justice?

The parable of the fig tree gives us some hints. When the gardener comes

along and looks at the sorry little fig tree, he doesn’t do what he certainly

had the power to do, that is, cut it down. Rather, he sees, really sees the

tree- not with eyes that see only what is literally in front of him, but with

eyes that see possibilities. So, in an act that is one of pure solidarity and

empathy, of identifying with the fig tree, recognizing its stunted growth,

malnutrition, and lack of good soil in which to grow, the gardener throws

himself into changing the fig trees’ circumstances. He feeds it, waters it,

digs around the roots a bit. He sees life from the trees’ perspective. He acts

in love, empathy, and solidarity. He shows us the heart of God and invites

us to share in it-to be one in solidarity with all of God’s beloved and to be

agents of love and reconciliation-with all the hard work that entails.

That is the good news in this and all the parables –the good news in the

midst of suffering-it is the good news of a God who doesn’t seek to explain

away suffering, because there is simply no explanation for much of it, but

who suffers with us, whose own heart is broken in pain over the needless

and violent death of a son and who invites us into solidarity with the



suffering within ourselves and the suffering of others so that our eyes can

see, our hearts can be broken open, our hands can dance to the music of

love, and we can breathe in and out God’s healing balm, God’s very

presence.














